This paper presents a novel scale and gradient aware image smoothing method, particularly effective for removing high-contrast detailed textures while preserving boundary sharpness and fine structures. The core idea of the proposed method is based on an observation that small-scale textures can be removed only depending on a down-then-up scaling(DTUS) operation. Accordingly, we present a selective edge smoothing framework by jointly considering scale and gradient measurements. Specifically, we first compute the structural similarity(SSIM) of the DTUS image and the input image to distinguish the textures and structures from the input image. Then we use the SSIM map as weights to fuse the two images together to achieve a scale aware smoothing result. Furthermore, we use the fusion image as guidance to confine the number of non-zero gradients and perform a guided L0 gradient minimization to achieve gradient aware smoothing. Since our method makes full use of image scale and gradient, it outperforms state-of-the-art image smoothing algorithm, especially in removing high-contrast textures. Since our proposed method can remove the insignificant details while preserving sharp and undistorted structural edges, it is also adaptable to many application scenarios, such as boundary extraction, image abstraction, JPEG artifact removal, and layer decomposition-based editing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image smoothing is an important technique that removes detailed textures or noises while maintaining prominent edges. It has been widely used in many computer vision and graphics tasks, such as object classification, image segmentation, detail enhancement, edge adjustment, and artifact removal.
A number of edge/structure preserving filtering methods have been proposed based on two main schemes: weighted averaging and global optimization. The weighted averagingbased methods define different types of affinity between neighboring pixel pairs by considering intensity/color difference. The weighting scheme in the local window results in diffusion effect and contrast reduction, especially noticeable in edge area (see the enlarged red rectangle in Fig.1(c) ). On the other hand, optimization-based methods aim to separate structures from textures by solving specifically designed global objective function. By inserting crafted data terms and regularization terms, various objective functions are proposed to represent the gradient distribution of the input image.
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Compared with local filtering, optimization-based methods have better performance on preserving shape and contrast of edge (see the enlarged red rectangle Fig.1(b) ). The common points of the two schemes are they both preserve the strong edges with high gradient magnitude and remove gentle gradient changes. However, some high-contrast details/textures existing in natural images tend to be preserved due to their high gradient magnitude. A typical example is shown in the blue rectangle of Fig.1(b) .
Inspired by the multiscale technique, scale information has been incorporated in filter design to remove the high-contrast textures. Rolling guidance filter (RGF) [36] firstly removes the structures with smaller scales than Gaussian filters, and then uses a rolling-guidance filtering scheme to recover the structural edges. However, when the contrast of textures is high, large Gaussian filter must be used, which will lead the structural edges to be greatly blurred and difficult to be restored (Please see the enlarged red rectangle in Fig.1(c) for example).
This paper presents a novel scale and gradient aware image smoothing method based on a scale-guided L0 gradient minimization framework. The core idea of our scale aware smoothing is that the textures and structures can be effectively FIGURE 1. This figure shows the results of applying L0 gradient minimization by Xu [27] , rolling guidance filter by Zhang [36] and our method. Parameters for each method was tuned to produce the best results.
distinguished by a simple image scaling operation. This is based on the observation that the detailed texture and noise usually have small scales, while the boundaries of big objects and flat regions tend to have large scales. The down-thenup scaling(DTUS) in effect performs an opening morphology operation in scale space. The down-scaling performs an erosion operation to eliminate the small-scale textures and the up-scaling performs a dilation operation to complete the large-scale structures. Like the effect of an opening morphology operation in image space, the DTUS can effectively remove the small-scale textures regardless of their gradient magnitudes.
To remove low-gradient texture and better preserve boundary sharpness, we further present a guided L0 gradient minimization method to refine the DTUS image. We first compute the structural similarity(SSIM) of the DTUS image and the input image and use the SSIM map as weights to fuse the two images together. Then, we use the fusion image as guidance to confine the number of non-zero gradients and perform a guided L0 gradient minimization to achieve gradient aware smoothing. Since our method makes full use of image scale and gradient, it can effectively remove highcontrast textures while preserving structural edges. Experimental results on various applications, such as boundary extraction, image abstraction, and JPEG artifact removal, demonstrate the superiority of our methods over the state of the art methods.
The contribution of our proposed method can be summarized as follows.
(1) A simple but effective scale aware strategy, down-thenup scaling (DTUS), is proposed to distinguish the textures and structures from a single image. This strategy can effectively detect high-contrast textures regardless of their gradient magnitudes.
(2) A scale-guided L0 gradient minimization scheme is presented to achieve scale and gradient aware smoothing. This scheme can better remove the insignificant textures while preserving the sharp and undistorted structures.
II. RELATED WORK
Generally, the existing image smoothing methods can be divided into three main categories: edge-preserving filtering, structure-preserving method, and scale-aware filtering. Here we give a brief review and discuss the main differences among these methods.
A. EDGE-PRESERVING METHODS
Bilateral filter (BF) [24] is one of the most widely used edge-preserving image smoothing methods. However, as its kernel size increases, the computing cost of BF is significantly higher. A number of techniques have been proposed for reducing time complexity to implement fast BF based on additional operations on spatial or range filter kernel [1] , [2] , [4] , [7] , [11] , [17] , [20] , [21] , [26] , [29] , [30] , [32] - [34] .
In addition, various edge-preserving smoothing methods, including anisotropic diffusion [19] , guided filter (GF) [12] , geodesic filters [5] , [10] , weighted least squares [8] , edgeavoiding wavelets [9] , local histogram filtering [14] , and local Laplacian filtering [18] , are achieved by weighted averaging in a local patch, in which the similarity measurements between neighboring pixels in a local patch are used as weight factors. Besides, Bhat et al. [43] proposed an optimization framework based on gradient-domain for image filtering. Although the edge-preserving filtering method is effective in image denoising, it is prone to produce diffusion effect and contrast reduction in the structure edge regions when dealing with image smoothing problem.
B. STRUCTURE-PRESERVING METHODS
Structure-preserving techniques aim to distinguish texture and structure regions from the input image. The total variation model [22] has good performance in separating structures from textures [3] , [15] , [35] , in which an L1-norm based regularization constraint is used to enforce large-scale edges. Xu et al. [27] propose an optimization framework making use of L0 gradient minimization to globally control prominent edges. This method can sharpen major structures while eliminating low-amplitude textures. In addition, Xu et al. [28] propose relative total variation (RTV) measures to improve the quality of texture-structure separation. The subsequent development of reducing the time complexity of L0 gradient minimization, including [16] , [27] , leads to its broader usage in various applications. Cai et al. [38] propose an edge/structure-preserving smoothing via relativity of gaussian (ROG), which uses different scale Gaussian kernel to capture structure and texture, respectively. Tang et al. [40] use a general weighted pixel-wise squared sum of derivatives in a local window to distinguish structure and texture and process them in different ways. Zhao et al. [41] combine local activity measurement and RTV, proposes LAD-RTV algorithm. Lee et al. [44] proposed a new gradient operator, called interval gradient, to filter out textures from images.
In addition, Subr et al. [23] represents the detailed textures as oscillations and separates them from the structure layer through extrema extraction and extrapolation. The method can smooth high-contrast detail. However, in practice, the blending of textures and meaningful structures would cause problems in extrema locating and fitting. Karacan et al. [13] propose a patch-based texture removal method that uses region covariance as a patch descriptor to capture the difference between structure and texture. Semantic filtering [31] aims to extract subjectively-meaningful edges from images, in which learning-based edge classification is incorporated into structure-preserving filtering. This method is beneficial for high-level vision applications when sufficient humanlabeled structure/texture edges are available for training. In addition, Zhu et al. [39] and Fan et al. [42] propose deep learning methods to smooth texture. These methods train deep neural networks in train set firstly, and then smooth target image.
Due to the inherent ambiguity between texture edges and object boundaries, it is a difficult task to distinguish textures and structures when the magnitude of a gradient in texture regions is very high.
C. SCALE-AWARE METHODS
Only depending on the gradient, it is a difficult task to distinguish textures and structures in natural images, since sometimes they appear the commonplace in intensity and contrast. The multiscale technique has been developed by the computer vision community to handle image structures at different scales. Structures at coarse scales should correspond to simplifications of the corresponding structures at fine scales. Accordingly, RGF [36] proposes to incorporate scale information to distinguish structures and textures.
In [36] , Gaussian convolution kernel with varying variance is firstly applied to filter out the detailed textures, and then a rolling-guidance filtering scheme is proposed to refine the structures. Besides, Huang et al. [45] proposed a new strategy by combining RGF and L0. The authors use a scale-aware approach to generate a guidance map based on the rolling guidance framework with DTF [10] and BF [24] , which can prevent diminishing the corners of the main structures. Then L0 gradient minimization is introduced to remove textures
Huang et al. [45] is the most related work to ours, however, there are two main differences. First, the guidance map is different. We generate by combining Gaussian convolution kernel and structural similarity, which is simpler but more effective. With the scaling strategy, small scale edges can be entirely removed, while the structural edges are preserved to a large extent. Second, the refinement framework is different. We present a guided L0 gradient minimization framework to preserve the steepness of prominent structural edges without affecting the global acutance. Our method achieves sharper structures while removing the detailed textures.
III. MOTIVATION
The core idea of our scale aware smoothing method is based on the observation that the detailed textures and the prominent structures usually have different scales. Intuitively, the scaling of an edge can be used to distinguish whether it belongs to the textures or structures. Therefore, we perform a simple DTUS operation on the input image.
The edges with scales lower than the down-scaling factor will be completely removed, while the large-scale edges can be reconstructed by the up-scaling. The power of this DTUS architecture relies on the fact that the large spatial structure can be modeled and reconstructed by a coarser spatial representation while the detailed texture cannot. Fig.2 illustrates how image scaling works on a synthetic image including high-contrast detailed textures and lowcontrast structures. In this case, the down-scaling factors are set as 1/2 and 1/4 so as to obtain the subimages with size to be 1/4 and 1/16 of the original image. Then a similar inverse operation is applied to up-scaling the subimage to the original size. As can be seen, the small-scale edges are effectively suppressed with down-scaling factor 1/2, and entirely removed with down-scaling factor 1/4. On the other hand, There are three pillows with different scale textures in the test, as shown in Fig.3(a) . When the scaling factor is set to 1/2, only small-scale textures can be removed, as shown in the red rectangle of Fig.3(b) . When the scaling factor is set to 1/4, middle-and small-scale textures are both removed. As shown in the red rectangle of Fig.3(c) , white spots on the yellow pillow disappear. When the scaling factor is set to 1/16 large-scale white spots on the blue pillow also disappear, as shown in the red rectangle of Fig.3(d) . Large-scale edges as shown on the pink stripe pillow are preserved well. Therefore, depending on a simple down-scaling, the textures with corresponding scales in image can be entirely removed.
Although DTUS can remove small-scale edges and preserve structural edges, the large structural edges of the image are corrupted to a certain extent due to the scaling operation.
In what follows, a scale aware image smoothing scheme in Section IV. A and IV.B is presented to recover sharp boundaries and fine structures.
IV. SCALE-GUIDED L0 GRADIENT SMOOTHING
Our proposed scale and gradient aware smoothing method consists of two main steps, scale aware smoothing and scale-guided L0 gradient minimization. We will introduce the generation of SSIM map between original image and DTUS image in Section IV.A, describe scale aware smoothing base on SSIM in Section IV.B, present the objective function of scale-guided L0 gradient minimization in Section IV.C, express how to solve the objective function in Section IV.D, and compare scale-guided L0 gradient minimization with original L0 gradient minimization in Section IV.E.
A. SSIM MAP GENERATION
As aforementioned, we perform a DTUS operation to the input image. The small-scale edges can be entirely removed by down-scaling. Then a corresponding up-scaling is performed to reconstruct large-scale edges to a certain extent. Thus, the large-scale edges coexist in both the DTUS image and the original image, while small-scale edges only exist in the original image.
Here we use SSIM of DTUS image and original image to detect the locations of large-scale edges and flat regions. The structural information in an image is defined from three aspects of luminance, contrast, and structure. The SSIM [25] is represented by the following equation: Fig.4 . From the SSIM map shown in the Fig.4 (c), we can find that there are three cases: (1) SSIM value is very low at the low-scale textures regions (see the green rectangle in Fig.4(c) ), near to 0, because the small-scale textures are removed or seriously blurred in DTUS image. (2) SSIM value is very high in flat regions (see the blue rectangle in Fig.4(c) ), near to 1, because there is little change in the area. (3) SSIM value is between the previous two cases in boundaries of large objects (see the red rectangle in Fig.4(c) ), which expresses the similarity between the clear boundary and the corresponding blur boundary. Under the same scaling factor of downsampling, the smaller scale boundary is, the more serious the boundary is blurred, and the smaller the SSIM value is. Therefore, we can easily distinguish the small-scale textures and large-scale boundaries by a simple threshold operation. As shown in the Fig.4(d) , white regions and black regions in the Fig.4(d) represent structural consistency and structural difference between Fig.4(a) and Fig.4(b) , respectively. Faced with different tasks, the requirement for the smoothing level is different. The threshold could be set according to how much texture needs to be removed. The more textures need to be removed, the larger the value of threshold. Vice versa.
B. SCALE AWARE SMOOTHING
The binary SSIM map provides a good cue for distinguishing structural edges and texture edges. We further present a fusion-based strategy to generate a scale aware smoothing image by using binary SSIM map as weight factors. Image fusion strategy is represented by the following equation:
where I g is a smoothed image generated by fusion, I o is an input image, M is a binary SSIM map, and I b is a blurred image obtained by DTUS operation. (x, y) is the pixel index. Eq. (2) means that the flat and structural edge regions in I g are from the original image while the small-scale texture regions are from DTUS image.
The pipeline of scale aware smoothing is shown in Fig.5 . = 0 correspond to the small-scale textures. To remove them, these regions in fused image are consistent with the blurred image.
Since the matrix M is just a binary mask, some false edges will be generated at the boundaries of fusion regions. Fortunately, false edges are usually low-contrast. To better preserve boundary sharpness and remove low-contrast textures, a scale-guided L0 gradient minimization been proposed. 
Here λ is the weight coefficient, C (∇I s ) = |I sx | + I sy , I sx represents horizontal gradient magnitude, and I sy represents vertical gradient magnitude. Solving this objective function in effect reduces the number of non-zero pixels in the gradient domain and leads to image smoothing results. However, since it only relies on the measures of the gradient variant, the original L0 gradient minimization method does not work well for the images containing high-contrast texture regions.
By analyzing the objective function in Eq. (3), it is a sum of a quadratic data-fidelity term and a smooth regularization term. There are two weaknesses: (1) For the data-fidelity term, it enforces the desired image I s to approach the input image I o . This will lead to large error in regions of disappearing high-amplitude detailed texture. (2) For the smooth regularization term, it can only eliminate low-gradient textures by controlling non-zero gradients while high-gradient textures tend to be preserved.
To overcome the above problems, we present to use scale aware smoothing results I g instead of the input image I o , and replace ∇I s with ∇I s · ∇I g where · is the point-wise multiplication. Thus, the objective function is rewritten as, min I s
Note that the data-fidelity term uses I g and the regularization term uses I g . When we use Eq. (2) to obtain I g and I g , the matrix M obtained by Eq. (1) uses parameters α, β, and γ with different values. In order to avoid losing image quality, I g is as close as possible to the input image I o , therefore, the parameters are set as α = 1, β = 1.5 and γ = 0.5 to make it more focus on luminance and contrast. For I g only gradient information is used for controlling the number of non-zero gradients. The parameters are set as α = 0.5, β = 1 and γ = 1.5 to make it more focus on contrast and structure information.
D. SOLVING OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
Solving the above objective function leads to suppressing the edges with small ∇I s · ∇I g , while preserving the other edges. To minimize Eq. (4), a half-quadratic splitting algorithm [27] is adopted, where two variables h and v are introduced. Then Eq. (4) is rewritten as:
where ω is an automatically adapting parameter in iterations varying from 2λ to 1E5. The solution of Eq. (5) can be obtained through alternative minimizing (h, v) and I s . Therefore, the solving process is divided into two steps.
Step 
It is easy to see that the variables h and v can be estimated individually. Therefore, the objective function reaches a minimum when h and v satisfy,
Since this objective function is quadratic, it has a closed form solution [27] . Note that the ∇I g values range from 0 to 1 which represents edge confidence. And the intensity of the first 10% points in ∇I g is set to be 1 to maintain the strength of the structural edge. Fig.6 illustrates the work flow of our proposed scale-guided L0 gradient minimization (green flow) and original L0 gradient minimization (blue flow). The scale-guided gradient map controls how many non-zero gradients are used to approximate prominent structures by sparsity minimization. As can be seen from Fig.6(c) , the scale-guided gradient map combines the advantages of the two L0 gradient maps. The detailed textures are eliminated while the structures are recovered with sharp edge. Consequently, it leads to a nice smoothing result. As can be seen in Fig.6a (4) , the structural edges are the same sharp as ones in original L0 smoothing result while the high-contrast textures are completely removed.
E. SCALE-GUIDED L0 VS ORIGINAL L0 GRADIENT MINIMIZATION

V. EXPERIMENT A. EXPERIMENT SETTINGS AND RUNNING TIME 1) PARAMETER SETTING
Parameters for experiments in the paper are described as follows. The scaling factor is fixed as 1/4 in this paper. The threshold to generate binary SSIM map M is fixed to 0.1. In addition, there are two parameters, λ and ω used in Eq.(5). The smoothing parameter λ is set as 0.0005. The parameter ω is automatically adapted in iterations, which starts from 0.001, and is multiplied by 2 each time. In general, after 20-30 iterations, the minimization process will be convergence in our experiments. Special Note: our experiment is just to show effectiveness of our algorithm, whose parameter is universal. The parameter could be reset according to specific tasks.
2) RUNNING TIME
All the experiments are conducted on PC with Intel I7 4.0GHz CPU, 32GB memory, and are implemented with MATLAB R2014a. Since the acceleration of L0 gradient minimization is well studied, the acceleration strategies [16] can be used directly in our framework. We evaluate the running time of our proposed method on three test images with the resolution of 400 * 324, 387 * 579, 845 * 675. RGF in terms of computational efficiency largely outperforms other smoothing algorithms mentioned in the paper. The running time and the visual inspecting results of our method and RGF [36] are shown in Fig.7 . As can be observed, the running time of our method is comparable to RGF while achieving better smoothing results.
B. CONTRASTIVE EXPERIMENTS OF INTERMEDIATE RESULTS
Our method includes two parts: (1) scale-aware smoothing, and (2) scale-guided L0 gradient minimization framework. Here we have two comparison scenarios. First, to prove the merit of the proposed scale-aware smoothing, given an input image, a scale-ware smoothed image is generated and used instead of the guided image in RGF [36] . Our guided image increases significantly the smoothing performance of RGF. Second, to prove the merit of the scale-guided L0 gradient minimization framework, given an input image, we obtain smoothed images by RGF [36] , GF [12] , BF [24] and Gaussian filter, and incorporate them as guided image into our framework. All of these smoothed images are further improved by our scale-guided L0 gradient minimization framework. Note that the codes of the other methods are downloaded from their homepage. Some of the results of competing methods were obtained from the website of Zhang et al. [36] and Xu et al. [28] . The other results are generated by source codes provided by Zhang et al. [36] , Xu et al. [28] . All the parameters are tuned for each input image to achieve the best results. Fig.8 shows result for scenario 1. As can be observed, with the same parameter setting and iterative times (5 times), the original RGF tends to generate blurry structures, such as the eyebrow and lip areas. This is because it uses Gaussian kernel to both eliminate the small-scale textures and corrupt structural edges to some extent. Especially when the contrasts of the textures are high, large variance of Gaussian is required. It will lead to unrepairable damage for structural regions in the guided image. However, our method applies the scaling-aware strategy to generate the guided image. The structure edges are better preserved and consequently generate superior filtering results. Fig.9 shows the smoothing results for scenario 2. Smoothed images in the first row are obtained by RGF [36] , BF [24] , GF [12] and Gaussian blurring. Using them as guided images, the corresponding results by our guided L0 gradient minimization framework are shown in the second row. As can be observed, the proposed scale-guided L0 smoothing framework significantly improves the quality of all smoothed images. As for BF and Gaussian filter, more small textures are removed by our proposed framework. As for RGF, our proposed framework enhances the sharpness of structural edges.
C. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
Here we evaluate the smoothing performance of our proposed method against the state of the art methods, including Huang et al. [45] L0 gradient minimization [27] , RGF [36] , ROG [38] , RTV [28] , Resnet [39] , VDCNN [39] and Tang et al. [40] . For the Resnet and VDCNN, we use the data provided by the author to train the network. The smoothing results are shown in the following figure. Fig.10 and Fig.11 show the evaluation of structure preserving, where the input images only contain low-contrast textures. In Fig.10 , the ROG, RTV and our method are better in terms of texture remove. L0, RGF, Huang et al. [45] , Tang et al. [40] remove a portion of the textures. Resnet and VDCNN can not remove textures effectively. While in the Fig.11 , all methods achieve good results, and the L0 smoothing and our method are better in terms of edge sharpness. Fig.12 and Fig.13 show the evaluation of high-contrast texture removal. As can be observed, to remove highcontrast texture, ROG uses a large Gaussian kernel, which results in the irreparable degeneration of structural edge. Tang et al. [40] increase the degree of smoothing to remove high-contrast texture while blurring some structural edge. In order to remove the textures, Huang et al. [45] smooth images too much so that there is a certain degree of distortion The L0 smoothing, Resnet [39] and VDCNN [39] cannot remove high-contrast texture well. Comparing with them, RGF and RTV have a modest improvement, however, there is still a lot of texture residues. Correspondingly, our method achieves significantly better results than the other methods. The high-contrast textures are entirely removed, while the prominent structures are well preserved. Fig.14 and Fig.15 show the evaluation of large-scale texture removal. As can be observed from Fig.14, due to the scale measure strategies, ROG and our method achieve better results than that of the other methods. Relatively, our method achieves a better trade-off between texture removal and structure preserving. The other methods cannot work well for high-contrast and large-scale texture. As shown in Fig.15 , L0 smoothing, Huang et al. [15] , Resnet, VDCNN, and our method get more smooth results. RGF doesn't work well with large-scale texture. Tang et al. [40] blur some structure edges. RTV and ROG remove texture to some extent, however, there is still a lot of texture residues. Fig.16 and TABLE 1 respectively show visual and quantitative experimental comparison between our method and other methods. We add salt and pepper noise to a natural image as our input image. The 301th row of results is scanned as an enlarged visual comparison As shown in Fig.16, L0 and Tang et al. [40] cannot remove high-contrast texture; RGF remove high-contrast to a certain extent, but it cannot smooth all image well. In contrast, ROG, RTV and our method get more smooth result, and our algorithm has a better characteristic curve.
Four standard indexes of quantitative evaluation are used in TABLE I, where CC is the correlation coefficient, RMSE is the root mean square error, PSRN is peak signal-tonoise ratio, and SSIM is Structural Similarity. According to TABLE I, our all indexes are superior to that of the state of the art methods. Salt and pepper noise belongs to high-contrast signal. Our algorithm has obvious advantages in smoothing high-frequency noise images. . Evaluation of our scale-guided L0 gradient minimization framework. The first row is the filtering results by various methods, which are RGF [36] , BF [24] , GF [12] and Gaussian filter. The second row is the corresponding guided L0 smoothing results by using the first-row images as guidance. The close-up views of the enclosed areas are shown in the bottom corner. 
VI. APPLICATIONS
Our method has a significant advantage in removing high-contrast textures. In addition, the superiority of original L0 smoothing, such as high computational efficiency and boundary sharpness preserving, are also inherited by our proposed scale-guided L0 smoothing method. It is easy to apply our method to various image processing applications, such as boundary extraction, image abstraction, image abstract, detail enhancement, and JPEG artifact removal.
A. STRUCTURAL EDGE EXTRACTION
Structural edges are very useful for vision applications, such as saliency detection and scene understanding.
However, due to the complex image structures and inevitable noise, it is generally very difficult to produce high-quality results.
Our method can remove detailed textures even if their gradient magnitudes are significant locally. Therefore, we can easily extract the structural edge from a smoothed image by our method. As shown in the 1 st and 3 rd column of Fig.17 , 
B. IMAGE ABSTRACTION
Image abstraction is a basic image editing technique, which can be used for image-based rendering, image segment, and high-level image understanding. Our method can effectively separate texture from structure and generate a non-photorealistic rendering of the scene.
As mentioned above, our algorithm can extract the structure of an image. Structural edge detection in section VI. A can be directly applied. Extracted edges are enhanced and can separate different objects. Fig.18 shows the results of image abstraction using our method. As can be seen, the extracted image structure not only removes the tiny texture but also enhances the visual distinctiveness of different regions. 
C. DETAIL ENHANCEMENT
Our method can be used not only to remove textures but also to enhance image details conversely. We decompose an image into several layers by smoothing it with different scale factors, in which each layer represents the structures corresponding to different scales. Then we incorporate the finest scale layer with the base layer to enhance and boost the details of the image.
As shown in Fig.19 , the first column is input images, the second column is the base layer generated by our smoothing method, the third column details enhancement results by incorporating the finest layer with the base layers.
D. COMPRESSION ARTIFACT REMOVAL
The compression artifact of a cartoon is a noticeable distortion caused by lossy compression. Our smoothing method is also applicable to this issue. Usually compression artifact represents blocking structure noise or oscillations around the edges. Our method can smooth the noised image and remove the compression artifact. Fig.20 gives our artifact removal results and a comparison with other methods. The first column is artifact images, and the level of artifacts increases from top to bottom. The compression artifact is relatively weak in the first row. All the methods can effectively reduce artifact, while our method is better in terms of smoothing artifact, removing ring around the edge. With the level of artifact increasing, the advantage of our method becomes apparent, as shown in the enlarged rectangles of the second row. In the last row, the level of artifact is very large, our method significantly outperforms BM3D [6] and MS [37] in artifact removal. 
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel scale and gradient aware image smoothing method based on a scale guided L0 gradient minimization framework. A simple but effective scale aware smoothing strategy is performed to distinguish the textures regardless of their strength. Furthermore, we present a scale guided L0 gradient minimization to refine the sharpness of structure edges. The proposed method is easy to implement and applicable to a lot of vision and graphics applications.
This work shares the common limitation of most optimization-based methods the computational complexity is a little high. In addition, over-smoothing is sometimes unavoidable in challenging circumstances to remove detailed textures. These limitations serve as motivations for future work.
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